Dear nonprofit leaders,
Thanks for taking the time to review our Team 316 video. We feel this is a powerful fundraising idea, and
we have helped other groups exceed their previous fundraising totals. Our desire at Team 316 is to
partner with as many nonprofits as possible to positively impact as many lives as possible. We ask that
you will give this strategy a try and see how it can serve your organization.
Below is a short summary of the favorable points we expressed in the video. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if we can answer any question or concern at all. We realize the value of a slow “yes” rather
than a fast “no,” so we hope you’ll pray over this idea if you feel the need to do so.
It’s our sincere hope that this would expand your group’s impact for your cause. We are all in this
together.
Sincerely,
Greg Griffin and Jason Scott
The Team 316 Guys
team316.org
facebook.com/raise20k
raise20k@gmail.com
775-316-8326 (TEAM)

Team 316 Video Summary
Team 316 is a solution that works — it’s tried and true, and we’ve worked out all the
kinks for you.
No risk or upfront cost to the nonprofit to try out the idea.
The funds can be used for any stated purpose.
There is only one fundraiser needed — supporters won’t be “nickel-and-dimed” all year
long for stuff they don’t want or need. Team 316 will streamline and synergize the
fundraising energy into one concise, effective effort.
Team 316 makes sense to supporters because they see a more direct tie to their gift.
Your supporters are already giving to support the current fundraisers even though they
may resent the current methods being used. Team 316 is a better way.
We have created a tool chest of promotional
resources for customized use — all the tools
have been planned out and are ready to use.
Why not at least give Team 316 a try? We can
say for certain it will positively impact your
work.

We’re all in this together.

www.team316.org

